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Spain’s top female windsurfer revolts against her country’s Sailing Federation for its vote against windsurf

Posted on 23 May 2012 by Valencia Sailing
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As it was expected, it didn’t take long for Spain’s top windsurfers to express their anger, frustration and bitterness with their country’s vote against their 
discipline and in favor of kiteboarding in the recent ISAF Mid-Year Meeting. The first one to publicly express her feelings was Blanca Manchón in a letter to 
the President of the Spanish Olympic Committee where she asks for his intervention in order to rectify what was, according to the official line, an “error”.

Dear Mr. President,

I am Blanca Manchón, a 25-year old sportswoman from Seville, member of the Royal Spanish Sailing Federation in the Olympic windsurf discipline 
(currently the RS: X Class), where I won two golds, one silver and one bronze at the World Championships, three absolute titles in the World Cup, an 
Olympic diploma at the 2004 Athens Olympics, four medals at the European Championships. I was named best female sailor of the world in 2010 by the 
International Sailing Federation (ISAF), in addition to being ADO [Spain's Olympic preparation program] athlete at its top level in 2006, 2007, 2010 and 
2011.

The reason I’m sending you this letter is to inform you about the events that took place in relation to windsurf’s Olympic status and the serious consequences 
its exclusion from the Olympic program could have to our country’s sports. In fact, it is a discipline where large amounts of money have been invested by the 
state and in which we are strong contenders for medals at the Olympic Games, not just in London 2012, but in 2016 and 2020, given the potential of Spain’s 
windsurfers.

In May of this year, the International Sailing Federation (ISAF) submitted to vote a proposal to all national federations to change three of the existing 
Olympic disciplines for the 2016 Olympics. Inexplicably, and for pure profit and economic interests of the ISAF, windsurfing was eliminated from the 
Olympic disciplines in favor of kiteboarding.
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The behind-the-scenes politics and lobbying by the ISAF managers in favor of kiteboarding on countries that usually cast a blank vote, not having 
representatives in any of the two disciplines, and the absence in that vote of the Asian countries, a driving force behind windsurf’s Olympic presence, 
produced an unexpected result in that vote with 19 ballots against 17 in favor of kiteboarding, to the detriment of windsurfing.

When the result of the vote was published, and not believing what had happened, I asked for the list of countries that had voted. That is when I got shocked 
and confused to see that my own country, Spain, had voted for the kite, which in turn influenced the Latin American vote to switch from windsurfing to 
kiteboarding.

Spain also votes on behalf of Portugal and Andorra, in the so-called Group E. Its vote was for windsurfing, according to a previous agreement between the 
three countries, although Spain, at the very last moment and with a close vote, changed its decision …

What should we call that? What interests drove Spain to change its vote, a vote that was previously agreed, at least in theory, with the athletes, the technical 
directors and the regional sailing federations?

This decision has destroyed all the work accomplished over the past 12 years by the main regional federations of Spain and put an end to the realistic 
possibility that Marina Alabau, Blanca Manchón or Pastor Ivan, those that will represent the country because of their sports qualification, become strong 
contenders for medals in the Olympic Games of 2016 and 2020.

SPAIN IS A WORLD POWER in Olympic windsurfing, thanks to the support we had from the Sports Council and the ADO Plan. However, the RFEV voted 
for the unknown discipline of kiteboarding… So much effort, sacrifice and money invested in us for what? I do not understand anything at all.

The entire sailing world is at war through the social networks, mainly through Facebook and Twitter, trying to change ISAF’s controversial decision at its 
next meeting to be held in November. However, they also ask Spain to explain its vote for TREASON.

I have personally requested an explanation from the president of the Royal Spanish Sailing Federation, Gerardo Pombo, who hours before the publication of 
the list of countries of the aforementioned voting was defending tooth and nail that Spain had voted in favor of windsurf. Once the list was made public he 
rectified and issued a statement on RFEV’s website, recognizing the mistake: “It was just a mistake, a simple voting mistake.” As if to tick a box was so 
difficult so that one would err in something so transcendental, in this case for the Olympic discipline of windsurfing and all the infrastructure that was put in 
place throughout all those years.

However, this rectification was only sent to the presidents of Spain’s regional sailing federations and was published solely on RFEV’s website. It wasn’t sent 
to all the media that usually received the sailing federation’s press releases. In addition, this rectification is useless if it’s not accompanied by the intention to 
cancel Spain’s vote in ISAF. The vote was against Spain’s sporting interests, it was disloyal to Portugal and Andorra, to all windsurfers and completely 
ignored the recommendations of all technical directors.

With this letter I kindly ask you, in accordance with your responsibility as the leader of the country’s sport, to ask for the pertinent explanations from the 
president of the Royal Spanish Sailing Federation in relation to what took place and give him the necessary orders so that Spain invalidates its vote in ISAF, 
in order for us, the athletes, technicians and technical directors of the sport of sailing, not to feel embarrassed by this situation.

Gerardo Pombo, president of the RFEV, knows exactly what buttons he has to press in order for the ISAF to rectify this unjust decision at its next meeting, 
scheduled for November.

Thanking you in advance for all the support I received during my career to date, 

Blanca Manchon Dominguez (ESP-1) 

9 Comments For This Post

1. Kasuo Miyake Says:
May 23rd, 2012 at 11:56 pm

Congratulations Blanca, for you impecable carreer and your letter. It is a clear example of how unfair this voting was. The same situation happened in 
many other countries. Black cases with $$$ were sent and can someone explain why Portugal and Spain has
Ve 1 vote, Brazil and Paraguay have 1 vote, holland and Belgium have 1 vote BUT Cayman Islands have 1 vote, Dominican Republic have 1vote and 
USA is the only one with THREE votes???

2. Tomas Nores Says:
May 24th, 2012 at 2:29 am

Awesome!
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3. Bruce Matlack Says:
May 24th, 2012 at 12:54 pm

You have my support in this proper way to address such a violation of all sailors through the very organization that only exits because of the support 
(directly and indirectly) sailors like you and me. Without warning they have attempted a stupid, unfair, underhanded and unwarranted result of 
eliminating windsurfing. Let’s hold their feet to the fire from now through the meeting in November, and force them to put windsurfing back into the 
Olympics, regardless of their desires for Kiting. So I congratulate you on your letter-especially the fact that you do not bash kiting as many who are 
upset about the outcome are doing. The fault lies in the unfairness of the selection system, not the board sports at all. Please call on me for any 
additional support with your cause. Buena Suerte!
Bruce Matlack,
First windsurfing US National and World Champion, 1972-73
Current ISAF measurer for Kona sailboard class

4. bill keitel Says:
May 24th, 2012 at 1:30 pm

Bravo!

Bill Keitel

U.S. Windsurfing V.P.

5. Jim DeSilva Says:
May 24th, 2012 at 3:02 pm

Blanca,

Well put. Here in the US, I am engaged in a discussion with Charley Cook, our ISAF rep, as to why he voted against windsurf. He basically gave us no 
answer at all, other than the ISAF technical document and “everybody else was voting for it.” Pitiful. Let’s keep up the pressure, this thing can be 
won….even if we lose in the US, but we are trying to change that.–Jim DeSilva/Liquid Surf and Sail/Miami

6. Platt Johnson Says:
May 24th, 2012 at 6:17 pm

Blanca,
My heart goes out to you and all of the other athletes who have been betrayed by the callous actions of their MNA representatives who did not 
appreciate what was at stake. Their is no way that this decision can stand. The honorable thing is to re-vote this as now all the facts are becoming 
known. Kitesurfing may well earn it’s way into the Olympics one day but it should not be at the expense of windsurfing which is the second most 
popular event currently in the sailing discipline.
By the way I kite, windsurf and sail and I love them all but as far as the Olympics goes there is a right way and a wrong way to get things done.

7. Richard Says:
May 24th, 2012 at 7:10 pm

You are great fore the windsurf sport.
I hope it will come back at the olympics.
Are you now in the Netherlands at the Deltaloyd regatta??

8. Nenette Graf Says:
May 27th, 2012 at 12:59 pm

This is a top notch betrayal of trust and confidence! Your SOC President should be crucified for the treason committed. We hope he will be MAN 
enough to stand up and cancel “the error in ticking that ended up a vote for KS”
And thank you Bianca for having the ba_ _s to speak out, you are simply amazing and a hero for all of us women windsurfers. Keep up the good work 
and wish you good luck and more success in windsurfing career… a GOLD for 2012 RSX ?? wishful thinking but who knows, let’s think positive, 
never give up and keep the pressure on.

9. Alberto Duran Says:
May 29th, 2012 at 9:54 pm

A little thought: Snowboarding was included in the Winter Olimpic games, but all the ski disciplines are still there. Why on earth they did not do the 
same, You want kiteboarding olimpic?, add it to the olimpics, but do no take away windsurfing. Im pretty sure there are plenty more similar cases.
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